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Subject:   Procurement of video conferencing equipment for 7 RT Centers 

RFB No: RS-SSHP-8338YF-G-RfQ-20-3.1.22/ Clarification no.:1 

Date: January 19, 2021 

 

 

 

Dear all, 

 

With respect to the RFB No. RS-SSHP-8338YF-G-RfQ-20-3.1.22/Clarification, below please 

find the answers to the questions submitted by the interested bidders. 
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Item: 

 

Question 

Ref to the 

Procurement 

documents 

 

Answers 

1.  Minimal technical specification of the required 

goods says: 

Operating system: Required  

Which Operation system is required exactly? 

Technical 

Specification TV 

 

Any operating system is acceptable (Android OS, WEB Os, 

Linux OS etc.) 

 

2. Is it acceptable to quote professional monitor 

55” size (without TV tuner and Operating 

system)? 

Technical 

Specification TV 

No, it is not acceptable. 

3. Technical specifications for Connection type, 

Sound and Additional is stated very unclear 

(without splitting per features, so it is not clear 

what is exactly required for particular feature). - 

Please clarify each of the selected features. 

Technical 

Specification TV 

Built-in digital amplifier as well as software sound adjustment. 

4. Minimal technical specification of the required 

goods says: 

Fit TV Screen Size: 55” – 100”.  

Considering requested TV is 55” size is it 

acceptable to quote TV stand mount for up to 70” 

TV screen size? 

Technical 

Specification 

Mobile TV Stand 

Mount 

Yes, it is acceptable, if the range is 55” – 70” 

5. Mobile TV Stand Mount: minimal technical 

specification of the required goods says: 

Weight capacity: 70 kg.  

Considering all of the 55” TV sets on the market 

are much less weight than 70Kg please clarify is 

it acceptable to quote TV stand mount with 

weight capacity 50kg with keeping other 

requested specifications? 

Technical 

Specification 

Mobile TV Stand 

Mount 

No, it is not acceptable. 

6. Minimal technical specification of the required 

goods says:  

Screen: diagonal screen minimum 14'' resolution 

1920*1080.  

Is it acceptable to quote screen size 15.6” and 

resolution 1920*1080? 

Technical 

Specification 

Laptop 

Yes, it is acceptable. 

7. Considering requested Total Price at final 

destination column includes all of the possible 

expenses including VAT what values we need to 

show in Total, VAT and Grand Total cells? 

Prices and 

Schedules for 

Supply table 

In cell Total please enter sum value of all items quoted only 

excluding VAT. 

In cell VAT please enter sum value of all VAT for all items 

quoted.  
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Grand Total is sum of values entered in cells Total and VAT and 

it is sum total value of all items quoted.  

 

Please confirm that you have received these Clarifications. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Second Serbia Health Project   


